REQUEST FOR BOARD OF ADJUSTMENTS AND APPEALS ACTION
Agenda Date: 5/22/2017
Agenda Item: 7.a
Department Approval
Item Description:

City Manager Approval
Review of the Administrative Deviation application at 694 Sextant
Avenue, the findings supporting its approval, and the appeal, to determine
whether the approval was properly granted or whether the approval should
be reversed. (PF17-005)
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BACKGROUND
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In 1998 a process known as Setback Permit was created to “encourage residents to upgrade
and improve their properties” by administratively reviewing and acting on limited
encroachments into required setbacks. This was prompted by the recognition of a long-term
pattern of variance applications for such minor encroachments, particularly on aging
residential properties, being supported by the City. Since that time, the process expanded to
include deviations from other zoning standards beyond setbacks (e.g., fences taller than 6½
feet when adjacent to busy roadways or commercial parking areas) and renamed
“Administrative Deviation” to reflect the broader applicability of the process. Similar to the
original Setback Permit process, the Administrative Deviation process can accommodate a
principal structure encroachment of as much as 2 feet into a required, interior side yard
setback.
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PLANNING DIVISION COMMENT
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An Administrative Deviation application was submitted on April 7, seeking approval of an
expansion of a tuck-under garage that would encroach 2 feet into the required 5-foot, interior
side yard setback at 694 Sextant Avenue. Pursuant to the required process established in
§1009.01 of the City Code, Planning Division staff scheduled an administrative hearing
before the Administrative Deviation Committee (ADC, comprised of a subset of the broader
Development Review Committee membership), and sent notice of the hearing to the
applicant and surrounding property owners.
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During such an administrative hearing, the ADC is required to make findings pertaining to
several factors; these factors, along with the ADC’s findings, are identified in the following
list.
a. The effect of the proposed project on the functional use of the property
A tuck-under garage could be built that conforms to the setback requirement and
nominally accommodates two cars, but the space for entering and exiting the
parked vehicles would be very limited. The additional garage width facilitated
approval of the application would improve the functional use of the property.
b. The effect of the proposed project on the enclosed storage on the property
A conforming garage expansion with enough depth would increase the amount of
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enclosed storage on the property; approval of the application would offer a
marginal additional increase.
c. The propensity of the proposed project to create or exacerbate a drainage
problem
No drainage problem exists, and proper grading of the driveway can ensure that
no drainage problem is created by an approval of the application.
d. Whether the proposed building mass would be consistent with that on contiguous
properties
Many homes in the neighborhood are ranch-style houses with tuck-under garages,
similar to the proposal. Further, while one would expect a gable on the end of the
expanded tuck-under garage given the existing style of the applicant’s house, the
applicant has proposed a hip-roof out of consideration of the adjacent neighbor’s
concern for the addition’s potential to shade their garden in the side yard at 688
Sextant Avenue.
e. The proper scaling and integration of a new roof with the existing roof of the
principal building on the property
The proposed roof is properly scaled with the existing roof. The proposed hip end
is unusual, but is acceptable as an attempt to address the neighbor’s concern.
f. The effect of the proposed project on the aesthetic quality of the property
The proposed expansion is consistent with the style of the existing home and will
not compromise the aesthetics.
g. Whether the existing garage space on the property accommodates more than one
vehicle
The existing garage does not accommodate more than one vehicle.
h. Whether the proposed project places more vehicles adjacent to first floor
bedrooms on contiguous properties
The proposed tuck-under garage would be adjacent to the existing tuck-under
garage on the neighboring property.
As a result of these findings, the Administrative Deviation application was approved, subject
to several conditions, and notice of the approval was mailed to the applicant and the other
homeowners who received notice of the application. An appeal was subsequently submitted
by the owner of the neighboring property at 688 Sextant Avenue, leading to this need for
action by the Board of Adjustments and Appeals.
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The exhibits provided with this report include the original application materials, additional
information reviewed by the ADC, the approval letter, and the letter (with selected
photographs) submitted in appeal of the approval.
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REQUESTED ACTION
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Review the information pertaining to the Administrative Deviation application, the findings
supporting its approval, and the appeal, to determine whether the approval was properly
granted or whether the approval should be reversed.
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Prepared by: Bryan Lloyd, Senior Planner
Attachments: A: Information detailing the application, the approval, and the appeal
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Attachment A

Community Development Department
April 21, 2017
Case Meyerding
694 Sextant Avenue
Roseville MN 55113
Dear Mr. Meyerding:
As you know, an Administrative Deviation hearing regarding your application was held on
Thursday, April 20, at 9:45 a.m. in the Roseville City Hall Aspen Room.
During the hearing, the review panel found that the proposed garage and home addition met all
of the applicable criteria and compared favorably to the factors considered in all such
Administrative Deviation applications. Because the application met Roseville’s requirements,
your application was approved, subject to the conditions below, intended to minimize and
mitigate negative impacts to the abutting property:
a) The proposed garage and home addition shall stand at least 3 feet from the adjacent side
property line; a 24-inch roof overhang extending into the setback area would be
permitted, pursuant to satisfying building permit requirements.
b) The iron monuments marking the affected property corners shall be exposed, and their
location shall be verified by a surveyor, prior to construction so that the setback can be
verified by inspectors.
c) Construction materials on site shall be stored within the structure, on the driveway, or in
the back yard.
d) The grade of the driveway must be a minimum of 1% to the street, or garage floor
elevation must be at least 0.5 feet above curb flow line elevation.
e) Reasonable measures shall be made to prevent damage to the abutting yard, and any
improvements thereon, caused by excavation or construction. And any such damage
shall be repaired to the standards of the City Code prior to final inspection of the
addition.
The mandatory 10-day period to appeal this approval will remain open until noon on Monday,
May 1, 2017; if we have not received any appeals in that time, your permit may be issued
pursuant to its approval by Roseville’s inspections staff.
Should you have any questions or comments, please do not hesitate to call me at 651-792-7073.
Sincerely,
CITY OF ROSEVILLE

Bryan Lloyd
Senior Planner
copy:
Ms. Farhat, 693 Sextant Ave.
Mr. & Mrs. Spika, 699 Sextant Ave.
Mr. & Mrs. Warner, 688 Sextant Ave.

2660 Civic Center Drive, Roseville MN 55113
www.cityofroseville.com

View from Across the Street

Appellant’s Garden Area

Height Study

Setback Study

